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Comment on “Theory of Unconventional Spin
Density Wave: A Possible Mechanism of the
Micromagnetism in U-based Heavy Fermion
Compounds”

In the recent Letter [1] a new, very attractive idea
proposed for the explanation of the micromagnetism
U-based heavy fermion (HF) compounds. For this sake
nontrivial spin density wave (SDW) state is introduced
the framework of the Hamiltonian:
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where we used the same notations as in [1] exce
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ksck1Qsl in the unconventional
SDW (d-SDW) [1] state is characterized by “d-wavelike”
k dependenceC

Q
k ~ coskx 2 cosky [2]. In this case the

ordered staggered magnetic momentMQ is equal to zero.
The authors restricted themselves to a very special cas
2D electron system in a simple square lattice, the sha
of the Fermi surface corresponding to theperfect nesting
with Q  sp, pd. The direct and exchange interactio
constants are chosen positiveV . 0, J . 0 [3].

We are not going to discuss the origin of the model (
and criticize its applicability to the essentially 3D HF
compounds (such as UPt3 and URu2Si2 [4]) without any
experimental evidence of perfect or imperfect nestin
Our goal is to claim, that even in the model considere
in [1], the mean-field (MF) analysis performed by th
authors is incomplete and the phase diagram obtained (
Fig. 1 in [1]) is wrong.

To begin with, let us look carefully on the Hamiltonian
(1). One can easily see that this Hamiltonian contains t
Coulomb interaction and theferromagnetic[3] exchange
integral. Thus, there are at least four ordered states wh
may be realized in this model: itinerant ferromagnet (FM
state, conventional SDW, charge density wave (CDW
and d-SDW. One can expect that the FM state, miss
by [1], will be dominant at least in the limitU, V ø J.
Therefore, to construct a complete phase diagram, the
state should also be incorporated into the MF approach

Let us consider first the casesU, V , Jd ø t when
the nesting property is important and MF analysis
reasonable. The criterion of instability can be determin
from the behavior of the static response functions [5
xasq, 0d  x0

asq, 0dyf1 2 Iasqdx0
asq, 0dg, where a 

FM, DW, IFMs0d  U 1 4J, ISDW sQd  U 2 4J,
ICDW sQd  8V 2 U 2 4J, and Id-SDW sQd  V . For
the perfect nesting casex0

DW sQ, 0d , s1ytd log2styT d
[6], where one power of logarithm comes from nestin
and another one is due to the Van Hove singulari
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(VHS). Nevertheless,x0
FMs0, 0d , s1ytd logstyT d is

also singular [6] due to VHS. The MF critical tem-
peratures [7] areTMF

DW , t exps22plDW

p
tyIDW d and

TMF
FM , t exps22plFMtyIFMd, la , 1. Thus, the FM

state certainly wins whenJ ¿ sU, V d and VyJ & Jyt
and even overcomesd-SDW in the phase diagram
(Fig. 1 in [1]). The SDW state is more favorable when
U ¿ sV , Jd and the CDW state occurs whenV ¿ sU, Jd.
We also emphasize that unlike VHS, an additional “nes
ing” singularity in xsQ, 0d is very sensible to a variety of
effects, such as interlayer tunneling, doping, next hoppin
etc., making the application of model [1] to real system
nearly impossible.

Let us consider another important limitU ¿ st, V , Jd,
the most realistic one, since the one-site U should b
larger than the other nearest-neighbor interactionsV , J
and t , m21

p ø t0 (mp ¿ m0 is an effective HF mass,
m0 and t0 correspond to noninteracting fermions). In
this case theV term is irrelevant for the half-filled band
due to the constrainni  1, nesting is not important, and
only the AF state withIAF , t2yU [8] is possible (when
Jyt , tyU).

To conclude, the newd-SDW state predicted in [1]
cannot be realized for the most physically reasonab
limits. The phase diagram in [1] is wrong, resulting in
an erroneous statement of thed-SDW stability region.
The very narrow region of parametersU, V , J, t (which
has nothing to do with those presented in [1]) where th
d-SDW state may exist requires a more detailed analys
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Ikeda and Ohashi Reply: In our previous Letter [1], we
proposed an unconventional spin density wave state a
possible mechanism of the micromagnetism in URu2Si2.
As an example, we studied thed-wave spin density wave
(d-SDW). This novel SDW can explain various exper
mental results. Kiselev and Bouis [2] (KB) have pointe
out that the ferromagnetic (FM) state should be consider
in the phase diagram (Fig. 1 in [1]) and thed-SDW cannot
be realized for the most physically reasonable limits.

In [1], we analyzed the simplest model for thed-SDW
[Eq. (1) in [1] ] within the mean field theory. It was implic-
itly assumed that the antiferromagnetic state in URu2Si2
originates from the nesting in the heavy fermion state [3
Then, among the possible orderings, we examined o
states with the nesting vectorQ (Q group). The states
in this group are expected to always compete with o
another irrespective of the detail of models whenever t
nesting works relevantly. On the other hand, since the e
change termJ favors the FM state, Fig. 1 in [1] is modified
as pointed out by KB (see Fig. 1) when the possibility o
the FM state is included. We, however, note that this F
instability mainly comes from the peculiarity of our simple

FIG. 1. (a) U-V phase diagram atJyt  0.2. The FM is
stable in smallU andV . (b) J-V phase diagram atUyt  1.
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model besides the presence ofJ, i.e., the divergence of the
density of states (DOS) atE  0. Actually, no precursor
of the FM instability has been observed experimentally
pure URu2Si2 [4,5]. In this regard, our model in [1] is too
simple to correctly describe this feature in real URu2Si2,
although it is enough to grasp the essence of thed-SDW.
In a more realistic model [6], the FM instability is expected
to be less dominant compared with the simple one.

Next, we discuss the stable region of thed-SDW within
Eq. (1) in [1]. As noted in [1], the micromagnetism
occurs after the formation of the heavy fermion state
Equation (1) in [1] should be regarded as the effectiv
Hamiltonian for, not the bare electrons, but the quasipa
ticles with the renormalized interactions,U, V , J. We
can expect thatU is renormalized to be the order of the
quasiparticle bandwidth andV , J , U [5]. Then, there
exists a stabled-SDW region as shown in Fig. 1, even if
the possibility of the FM state is included.

In conclusion, the possibility of the FM state modifies
the phase diagram in [1]. Since this strong FM enhanc
ment is peculiar to our model, further careful analyse
may be necessary in constructing more realistic models
URu2Si2. However, the physical properties of thed-SDW
obtained in [1] themselves are not altered at all by the pre
ence of the FM state, so that the unconventional SDW
still a candidate for the curious magnetism in URu2Si2.
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